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Ideas,Opinions

For the start of the new year the CATAMOUNT
gave a perspective on staff policies. This issue is
devoted to the opinions of our readers.
'
Subject matter of the letters to the editor range
from the meaning of varsity sport letters to a reaction to a CATAMOUNTcolumnist's views on the Leg.
Council's controversy over the OAR award.
The ideas and opinions of the letters reflect the
generally open point of view the CATAMOUNT h~s
noted as prevalent on the Cubberley campus.
The CATAMOUNT encourages students to use the
newspaper media to voice their opinions.
BERNICE SAKUMA, Editor

Letters to the Editor

associate the school in any way
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To the EdItor:
In the last issueoftheCATAMOUNT, we w.ere accused .by
Mr. Mike HamIlton of passmg
judgment on the morals of the
Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR). It should be
clear to anyone who attended
Leg. Council that we were passing judgment not on the Daughters' morality, but on their actions and practices.
Mr. Hamilton opens his column with the title "On the
Right." This admission of his
political leanings is an obvious
attempt to throw the reader off
guard; certainly a man who admits his blind political bias
would not throw in loaded opinions and catch-phrases such as
"witch
hunt'''
and "hack
writer." Yet Mr. Hamiltonhas
done so with remarkable sk~ll
and a flair fclt the distol-tion "of
facts. 'Mr. Hamilton accuses
us of attempting' to- "force"
Cubbcrlcv to take action regar-

with an organization when that
organization's
actions
belie its
stated principles.
A motion
to 1'.4
~~
that effect ( regarding organizations thatcomeontotheCubberplastic poles which' are to act
ley campus) was placed before as the barrier between them'the Leg. Council last December;
selves and the cars.
Citing
that was long before Stanford an example of how well these
University decided to disassocsigns are heeded, a lady drivciate itself on an athletic level
ing south on Middlefield used
with racist groups.
the bike lane to turn right on
We deeply, appreciate Mr. Charleston Avenue. This took
Hamilton's sincere attempt to place before the current placeset us on the Right track, but ment of more little orange
hope that in the future his zeal- poles.
ousness will be tempered with
Picture newcomers into Palo
a strong desire to use the facts Alto: Although there are signs
GAYNE BARLOWand TERRY telling cars' of the bike lane,
ENGLISH Seniors
one can imagine few would see
,
the signs, let alone read them.
'On they would drive using the
Varsity"("policy
bike lane at their own discretion.
To the Editor:
Perhaps the City Council in
A definite change is needed in their haste to make the parents
our Physical Education Departof Cubberley students happy,
ment's tLpolicy regarding the failed to see that the bike lane
distribution of varsity letters.
While some coaches interpret
this tradition as a symbol of
outstanding athletic achieve-
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Ven t~rinB,'·,..
By ANN TABOROFF
OLIVERI is big, but it's big in
an entertaining way. It doesn't
sag with mindlessness like so
many other expensive musicals. (THOROUGHLYMODERN
MILLIE and STARI come to
mind,) OLIVERI tells Dickens'
story of an English orphan well,
with spirit ,and integrity.
Oliver Reed is properly sinister as Bill Sykes, and Mark
Lester carries on winningly as
the unfortunate boy. ROnMoody
has some exparisive moments as
the
unscrupulous Fagin. Director Carol Reed has creatively arranged the musical
numbers, and fashioned a film
that resounds with exuberence
and good sense.
GONE WITH THE WIND
packs into four hours countless
scenes of awesome emotion.
The story never droops. It pro- .'
offers the bicyclist little if ceeds booml boomI boomI from
any safety.
, one intense moment to the next.
JOHN SCHOLER, Sophomore ,The last fifteen minutes, for example, speed from Rhett's reA belated
hello turn from London,' Scarlett's
confession of her pregnancy
To the Editor:
("Cheer
up, maybe you'll have
A somewhat belated welcome
is hereby extended to our new a miscarriage," he jeers), and
black students at Cubberley. her resulting fall to Rhett's deI'm sure that all our students speration to Bonnie's fateful fall
to Melanie's death to Scarlett's
want to be treated equally, regardless of how long they've realization that she loves Rhett,
not Ashley, to Rhett's farewell
been here.
my dear, I don't give
Adopting" a
disciplinary ("Frankly
double standard isn't fair to a damn.") to Scarlett's vow to
think to'morrow at Tara about
anyone, "oldtimer"
or newgetting
him back. Most movies'
comer, and seems a rather would be
fortunate if they conpatronizing and condescending tained
one such emotion satumethod of welcome.
rated scene.
Let's treat all Cubberley students by the same high standards ..
Joel Amkraut, Semor
(Letters cont. on Page 3)
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••witch hunr"
and "hack
writer." Yet Mr. Hamiltonhas
done so.with,remarkable
skill
and a flair fat the distortion of,
facts. "Mr. Hamiltol.! accuses
us of attempting to "force"
Cubberley to take actionregarding the DAR: does Mr. Hamilton, 'then, conclude that the Leg.
Council is undemocratic and
vulnerable
to the forceful
whims of a select few?
Mr. Hamilton obviously unable to count, has misinformed
the readers of ~he CATAMOUNT that "four case studies" a century old ,were given
as a basis for the conclusion
that the DAR"might be racist."
In actuality, six cf3-ses were
presented,
ranging from the

A definite change is needed in
our Physical EducationDepartment' s, ~policy regarding the
aistribution of varsity letters.
While some coaches interpret
this tradition as a symbol of
outstanding athletic achievement to be awarded only to
those individuals who have excelled, others use it as an emblem that simply represents
participation ina sport, regardless of the athlete's ability. As
a result, the "c" has lost
meaning to the student body as
well as the team members.
Although it is apparent that a
rigid standard would be extremely difficult to uphold due
to the large variety of sports,
it should be possible for the

1894a (sorry
M,r~Hamilton,
year
not quite
century)
to the most
recently
documented
case
which was in 1957. These cases
:were used as a basis for the
conclusion that the DAR was
responsible for actions that we
felt were of a racist nature.
The DAR was politely asked
to comment (in any manner they
chose) on these past actions;
were they an accurate reflection
,of the organization as it stands
today, or whould they be forgotten? Had membership requirements been chaJ;lgedto enable
blacks to join? A request was
then made for any available statistics on the recipients of the
scholarships.
We were informed that the DAR files are
closed to the public.
We believe that the Cubberley
Student Body would not wish to

coaches established
to follow a setbyof gUidelines,
themselves, concerning this problem
of distribution.
An effort by the coaching staff
in this direction would most
certainly have the effect of the
giving the "c" the prestige it
needs in representing the fine
athletic program'at Cubberley.
DOUG PETERSON Junior
'

i

Safety

and bikes

To the Editor:
A recent City Council motion
was passed that there should
be a bike lane for Cubberley
students, so that they would be
safe riding their bikes to and
from school.
The students nowhaveapretty yellow line and pretty orange
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Perhaps the City Council in
their haste to make the parents
of Cubberley students happy,
failed to see-!that~~the bike lane

method'of"welcome.
'U'
Let's treat all Cubberley students by the same high standards. Joel Amkraut, Sem?r
.'

Ta=-cmc-eucn-emcn::J:on"'ea~urated scene.
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COUGAR REVIEW! ! ! !
By ART IGNACIO

become "in" but I'm torn between laziness and the idea of
weak,sickly
bodies in small:
things, very small things. But
that's neither relevant nor pertaining to what I meant to expound on.

A strong, healthy body has to lose but several miles of
rubber on my yellow tennies.
always been of some interest
to me. In fact, summer at Or so I thought. Hoping to get
the beaches has been quite a an early morning jog in I decided to turn in quite early.
point of over active fascination on my part of several Parents are suspicious creastrong, healthy bodies thanks tures. I was thouroughly crossto small things, very small examined as to the purpose of
such unusual hours and finallv
things •.•like bikinis. But that's
neither relevant nor pertaining
released but not without being
to what I mean to expound on, branded a nut. The next mornthe subject of trying to be a ing I was accosted by three
health nut.
Piers Dairy milkmen, a girl
Now to many this idea is just wandering around and two poas the name implies:
you licemen. All six times can be
must be an unusual breed of summed up, to why was I runperson, a nut.
Take heed ning around the streets at this
Robert A. Green
though. Health nuttism makes unearthly hour in my pajamas?
STATE FARM IN8UltANCIE
sense if one takes into account You may say the same thing but
all the beneficiary elements they weren't P.J: s at all but
Dissuch as longer life, a more sweat pants and shirt.
pleasant life while you're still couragement is hardly part of
326-7224
kicking around, and just feel- my vocabulary
but maybe
ing and looking better.(Not to weight lifting is just as accepmention the people of this cult ,table.
you may run into. All those
At the present time I'm hopCHARLESTON CENTER
with strong, healthy bodies and ing that weak, sickly bodies will
small, very small things. But
that's neither relevant nor pertaining to what I mean to expound on.) I took all these
GIRLSI
_
into account and decided to take
Be prepared! Spring is coming! So don't be caught off-guard,
the route that most people breacome in and see what's new in the fashion line-up for spring.
king into the business take, Feb. 8, 2:00-4:00, informal modeling in our Sportswear Departjogging. I also took up jog- ment, I st floor. Youeven have a chance to win one of the exciting
ging because I've been wor- spring outfits by registering in that department.
king on this mustache fOI\about ***********************************
eighty years now and Mr.
To whom it may concern: you are invited to attend Rhodes'
Putnam is quite a jogmaniac
Bridal Show, Feb. 20, 7:30 at the Cabana f1Qtel.
and you remember the growth
of underbrush he had sprouting
,all over his face. Not very
sound reasoning but desperation
does that to you. I had nothing

Rhodes

